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Osteoarthritis: Diagnosis and Medical / Surgical ManagementLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006
Written by the foremost experts, this text is a comprehensive clinical reference on osteoarthritis. Chapters review current information on the epidemiology, etiopathogenesis, and pathology of osteoarthritis, the biochemistry and molecular and cell biology of articular cartilage, and experimental models of osteoarthritis. Major sections focus on...

		

Joining and Assembly of Medical Materials and Devices (Woodhead Publishing Series in Biomaterials)Woodhead Publishing, 2013

	As medical devices become more intricate, with an increasing number of components made from a wide range of materials, it is important that they meet stringent requirements to ensure that they are safe to be implanted and will not be rejected by the human body. Joining and assembly of medical materials and devices provides a comprehensive...


		

Practical Procedures in Elective Orthopaedic Surgery: Pelvis and Lower ExtremitySpringer, 2012

	With the time available to surgeons-in-training ever dwindling, there is great emphasis placed on practical learning tools. Mirroring his earlier book on practical procedures in trauma surgery, Prof Giannoudis has produced a reference in more elective techniques. In most medical schools, most emphasis is placed on orthopaedic trauma surgery,...






		

The Infected ImplantSpringer, 2009
Musculosketal infections are potentially devastating for the patient, his family and the health care services, as they may lead to functional impairment, long lasting disability, or even permanent handicap.

This problem may also have socioeconomic implications. Infection commonly results in prolonged use of antibiotics, multiple...


		

The Orthopaedic Physical ExamSaunders, 2004
"Excellent for anyone evaluating orthopaedic patients...A good reference for brushing up on the lesser-used tests that are needed on occasion in a clinical practice...A good addition to the libraries of practitioners who wish to sharpen their clinical diagnostic techniques."JOSPT     

       A must-have for anyone who performs...

		

Operative Treatment of Elbow InjuriesSpringer, 2001

	Operative Treatment of Elbow Injuries is a complete presentation of all surgical approaches to repair of the elbow, demonstrating the most effective management of elbow injuries and problems. Drs. Plancher and Baker have assembled a group of well-known experts to write on the various procedures. Each contributor for each chapter discusses...






		

Atlas of Perforator Flap and Wound Healing: Microsurgical Reconstruction and CasesSpringer, 2019

	
		This Atlas is organized in a way with a combination of basic theory and clinical practices, and of real photos and text description in perforator flap. The book includes four parts: the first part is the overview of the definition, vascular physiology and main principles of clinical applications of the perforator flap, etc.; the...



		

Arthroscopic and Endoscopic Spinal Surgery: Text and AtlasHumana Press, 2005

	The term “minimally invasive spinal surgery” was coined in early 1990 following publication

	of the first edition of this text entitled Arthroscopic Microdiscectomy: Minimal

	Intervention in Spinal Surgery, and subsequent establishment of the International Society

	for Minimal Intervention in Spinal Surgery (ISMISS) under...

		

Lysosomal Storage Disorders: A Practical GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Awareness of lysomal storage disorders needs to be raised and there is very substantial pharmaceutical interest to do so. The disorders are often viewed as obscurities but in fact they are treatable. Enzyme replacement therapy is available for four of the disorders and will be available for a further three disorders in the course of the next...






		

Behind the Scenes as a Team Physician,  (Clinics in Sports Medicine)Saunders, 2007

	Gift-wrap a couple of these issues for your Team Physicians - they will carry a copy in the first aid box! Jeff G. Konin, PhD, ATC, PT

	Associate Professor, Department of Orthopaedic Surgery/College of Medicine at the University of South Florida in Tampa, dedicated his summer of 2006 to make sure this issue is stuffed with the best of...


		

The 5-Minute Orthopaedic Consult (The 5-Minute Consult Series)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		The 5-Minute Orthopaedic Consult, Second Edition is designed for rapid consultation on over 250 orthopaedic problems encountered by orthopaedic surgery, primary care, or ER practitioners. The famous two-page format allows easy navigation through even complicated patient complaints. New topics covered in this thoroughly updated...



		

Adult Reconstruction (Orthopaedic Surgery Essentials Series)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007

	
		Written by leading experts from the Mayo Clinic, this volume of our Orthopaedic Surgery Essentials Series presents all the information residents need on hip, knee, shoulder, and elbow reconstruction in adults. It can easily be read cover to cover during a rotation or used for quick reference before a patient workup or...
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